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Black Uhuru- ELEMENTS Lyrics:
I Look up to the sun, 
To see if the day is done, 
To see my future that lies within.
I Look up to the Sun, 
Now the day is done, 
The LOVEing night, spread it's wings like a Dove.
But in my vision I see:
The tune of melody, 
The song we used to sing, 
The Joy LOVE can Bring. In my future lies ahead, the
struggle of my bread.
The LOVE I feel I think it's so ReaLLL.
I Look up in the stars
It so near yet far, 
It gives a Light to the World we live in.
I look up to the moon to see it's beauty Gloom, 
To see the Brightness of that light.
But in JAH GLORY as you see, the Mystic and Beauty,
the Sun, the Moon, the
Stars, 
It shows LOVE's not far.

In the Nature LOVEing flight, the LOVEing, Peaceful
Lark, We shall Live as
O1NE from the start.
I look up to the Clouds, 
It's so high at Ground, 
It makes the day as (?)
I look up to the Sun, 
To see if the day is done, 
To see my future that lies within.
But in JAH GLORY as you see, 
The tune of melody, 
The song we used to sing, 
The Joy LOVE can Bring.
In my future lies ahead the struggle for my bread.
The LOVE I feel I think it's so Real.
I Look up to the stars it's so near yet far.
It gives a Light to the World we Live in.
I look up to the moon to see it's Beauty gloom, 
To see the Brightness shining on Meee! 
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[Now just ride the beat out Fam]
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